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Speaker So we're going to start off with a few polls to sort of set the table again, see where 
people are at, and then we'll do a breakout session on how people are thinking or 
intending to distribute the PPP funds. And then we're going to do another (breakout) 
talking about resilience and change. If you're anything like me, I've been thinking a lot 
about resilient systems and what it means to be resilient. So I hope we can talk about 
that. and then at the end of today we're going to try and gather your HR questions, 
comments and concerns. We have a really fantastic person joining us next week to talk 
about HR issues in these troubling times. 

Speaker We want to make sure that we're addressing all of your concerns. I thought it would be 
a little bit fun to start with one question and have everyone reply in the chat? And the 
question is: What is one thing you have done during the shelter in place, during this 
pandemicl that you haven't normally done in your life? Like for example, I now have a 
hundred pounds of flour and I baked baguettes for the first time this weekend. You 
know, like I do bake a lot, but I've never tried that. And had I not had a hundred pounds 
of flour and a lot of time on my hands, I would not recommend it. So please comment in 
the chat section. What is one silly, poignant, meaningful, not meaningful thing you have 
done during this time that you would not have expected?  So go ahead and throw 
something in the chat.  

Zoom cocktail party. Awesome. We've done that. Thank you for doing your laundry. 
Amanda. Zoom. Zoomba yes, my wife has been huge on Instagram. Yoga. Yeah. Face 
masks by hand. A table read about Much Ado About Nothing. That is amazing. Happy 
hours. Baking breads, live music, zoom. Very cool. Okay. Lucinda, I've heard of a lot of 
different neighborhoods standing outside at 7:00 PM cheering. Yes. 

Speaker Disney's Churro recipe. How was that? Nice virtual rugby workouts. Nice. Are you just 
slamming into walls and stuff? Riley? 

I have no idea how many people had dogs in San Francisco until this crisis. Like I really 
had no idea. And I'm like, I need a puppy, you know? Okay. Introduce myself to my arch 
right-wing neighbors, Lisa. That's amazing. Okay, cool. thank you for all of that. That's a 
good laugh. Oh, let's see. Hold on. There's more zoom gatherings with friends. Cool. All 
right, so we're going to start off with a couple of polls just to set the stage for today and 
sort of catch up on where people are at. So go for it, Andrew. Okay. Here we go. Just a 
few, just like three or four this week, so don't worry less than that. Less than last week. 

[POLLS] 

Speaker All right, thank you all. Share those later. Yeah. Awesome. And then Andrew and I just 
wanted to, experiment really quickly with how easy it is to create a poll. Like in a 
moment we realize that these conversations were mostly we're talking at you, we have 
questions that come up and we're asking you to reply in the chat. We wanted to see if 
we could put up a, a poll quickly. So we're just going to experiment with that here one 
time. And Andrew, the poll we're going to do is people, how are you feeling today? 



 

Great, fine. I want to go back to sleep, something like that. Let's see if Andrew can get a 
poll up really quickly. great, fine to go back to.  

Speaker: Who knew this is what I'd be learning how to do right now?.Let's see. Can you do it? 
four, three, two. All right, cool. 

Speaker Andrew, can you give us, some sense of the poll numbers in terms of, the PPP related 
ones? 

Speaker Sure. Let's see. So this is from today. Have you applied about 80%? Yes. Do you see 
that? Yup. Yes. Okay, great. Have you been notified about your application? About 75%? 
Yes. So I should, I should say accepted. So that's more of a positive answer. 75%. Yes. 
Have you received the funds? No. Well, I think we're all on the same boat on that one. 
And then have you, to the small number who have received fund, most of them 
received the full amount. Interesting. That’s a small sample size – four people. So three 
said the full amount, one said less than that. Okay. 

Speaker Okay. So our first breakout group and even for folks whose organizations did not apply, I 
think this conversation should be useful. If your conversations are anything like the 
conversations we're having at Social Good Fund and the conversations I'm having on the 
two boards that I'm also on. You know that this is a really challenging thing to think 
through. This first breakout session is for, we're hoping for you to discuss where you 
personally or your organization is at with how you think you're going to spend the funds.  

Now, only a percentage of us know we're getting them at this point. but that's, it's still 
okay. So we would like to create some breakout rooms here, 10 minutes discussing what 
your current thinking about how you are going to use these funds. I can tell you on one 
of the boards that I'm on, I'm on, we're starting to think about it like a very low interest 
loan and we're trying to, we're starting to let go of the idea that everything we do has to 
be in the fruit [inaudible] buckets. and that's been a really interesting conversation.  

So we would like you to go ahead, Andrew is going to put us in breakout rooms for 10 
minutes to discuss what your current thinking about the use of the PPP funds will be for 
your organization. Of course we, we are, hopefully this is a safe space and people feel 
okay sharing where they're at with it. And then we'll, when we get back together we'll 
try and do a quick debrief before, before moving into the next phase. Does that sound 
okay? 

[BREAKOUT SESSION 1] 

Speaker So it looks like we're almost all here. Craig, sorry that we decided not to have a breakout 
section just for people who weren't because getting P3 because we didn't think we 
could organize it quickly enough. Like identify who that was and we thought probably 
the conversation would still be worthwhile. But we, we definitely have been thinking 
about that. Sorry about that. All right. So, how about a brave volunteer to debrief us 
about what your group talked about? You want to unmute yourself and say something, 
something interesting come up for you? 



 

Speaker I have something. This is Jennifer. So, something that I'm looking to work with some 
other fiscal sponsors on is developing, a path for what distribution to projects looks like. 
because there are some factors that don't qualify all of our projects that are with us 
today. If payroll was based on last year, who really needs it, who doesn't?  

So there are a lot of questions to be faced and I thought it might be beneficial since 
we're all kind of in the same boat that we could do a smaller working group for those 
who would like to hash out a plan. So that at least I was saying to my small group that, 
at least we could say this is what other fiscal sponsors are doing. So it's not totally made 
up, you know, our whims -- and our board's wins.  

Speaker And then in the group there was a question about reimbursables how to handle 
reimbursable grants when you get this PPP loan/grant. 

Speaker Well that's an interesting question. One that we have not really dug into I think cause 
we don't have that many of those, but I'm sure lots of you do have that. So that could be 
a breakout room in itself. If you would like to join Jennifer's, a smaller group about 
developing a pathway, maybe you can just raise a hand in the chat. Jennifer, good. Take 
a note of that. If you want to participate or just say me or whatever. Anyway, anyone 
else from a group who would like to debrief us on what your group talked about or a 
question as that came up. 

Speaker Okay. 

Speaker I can say something. we, so are our main questions that came up were in terms of the 
forgivable-ness of the loan and how we don't have control really on the staff of our 
projects. So if a project doesn't survive and they have to fold and then their staff are no 
longer with us, you know, that's money that we said we were going to spend that now 
we are not going to spend for that intended purpose. So what do you do with that? And 
then also, projects that are for the fiscal sponsor. All of our salaries are unrestricted for 
the most part, but for the projects, you know, their salaries are made up of multiple 
funding streams. And I was under the impression that the PPP was only to cover 
unrestricted funds are unrestricted salaries. So working with that complexity as well. 

Speaker Thank you. Sam. Anyone else like to jump in here? 

Speaker Nope. Anyone have a response for Sam that you're dealing with the same thing? Let her 
know she's not alone. 

Speaker Can you hear me? 

Speaker Yes. Hi Kenya. Go ahead. 

Speaker Okay, good. Just a little technical difficulty. I was in the same group with Sam and just 
wanted to just follow up with that. The thought is like what are other projects, doing, or 
what are their thoughts with the funds that they're receiving or plan to receive with 
PPP, especially for staff who have salary in multiple buckets. Because the thought is that 



 

the loan or the grant may not cover all of those different funding streams. So are you 
returning those people to part time work or how are you sort of working through, that 
thought process of people who are, who might be receiving a salary partially from PPP 
and then there are other funds that cannot be covered with PPP. Just wanted to pose 
that to the group and have further conversation about that.  

Speaker Thank you. Kenya. Is there anyone who'd like to respond? Just unmute yourself and go 
for it. Anyone have a different thing you want to bring up before we move on here? 

Speaker I guess I would like to just hear a little bit more about that concern cause I'm not familiar 
with, I don't, I don't quite understand. I don't, I don't really quite understand it. You 
know, from our perspective, we have control of, of payrolls. So we're just going to draw 
on the loan instead of on the projects funds to pay staff, except for the federal portion 
of its rate that is not, we don't, yeah, we don't accept. Oh yes. Oh, right. Except for the 
federal tax. Yeah, so I'm not quite, I don't quite understand. I'm curious about the 
context cause it's something new to me. It's a question I haven't thought of yet.  

Speaker Yes, sounds like what we're saying is, that the PPP has limitations in terms of what kinds 
of funds it can be used for even in the salary category. And before this crisis, we have 
projects, staff, people who are employed by an afterschool program or who are 
employed by whatever cooking, teaching class program, any sort of community 
development program, any of our projects, they were employed by them. but they were 
not a bank. They may not have seen it on their regular paystub but we were covering 
their payment from let's say, benevolent funder A, benevolent funder B, and then 
government funds. It looked like to them one cohesive payment, one cohesive salary. 
and so when we look at this now in a post-pandemic situation, it seems like the PPP 
does not cover all of those three buckets. It may cover two, it may cover one. So then 
that person who, you know, unbeknownst to them had these three buckets covering 
their full salary may only receive one third, let's just say of their salary. You know, if we 
looked at it from the PPP replacement, then how do we navigate their return? Right. Do 
we say that they're on a third, part time? You know, just thinking through those sort of 
restrictions that were kind of seamless to the employees before this experience, 

Speaker This perhaps is a good topic for another kind of small group to talk about this. I'm 
wondering if people might want to just throw into the chat that you would like to 
discuss that this particular issue further, and then perhaps you could self organize to 
have that conversation and then maybe even bring it back here. Like what you, what 
you figured out. So if you are willing to continue to really get into the nitty gritty here, 
please chat us here. yeah, I see a hand up. Oh, let me unmute. There you go, 

Speaker Hi. Thank you. I just want to ask, this is maybe a stupid question, would it not seem as 
seamless to the bank, the money that's going to the employee? I'm just throwing that 
question out there. Would they, would they be able to differentiate it? It reminds me of 
the same question I asked in our breakout. our people, are banks looking at numbers or 
are they looking at names? Cause I'm having turnover and personnel during this not by 
my choice by the way. But and so anyway, I'm just wondering if, if the bank is going to 
see, even see what usually what used to be different income streams to pay someone's 
salary, would they even notice it? 



 

Speaker Okay. 

Speaker Yeah, I think to Oliver's point, I would love to further this conversation because we're all 
hesitant about turning this into a loan and we don't want to step outside of, you know, 
the gradients in terms of what the regulation is and it's still new to most of us. I would 
love to have a further offline conversation. 

Speaker Thank you. Kenya. Yeah, just in the interest of time. And given that we can’t solve all of 
this in these one hour meetings, that we should keep the conversation going. Please do 
reach out in the chat. if you would like to further this conversation with Kenya. You 
know, my impression with this whole thing is for people try and keep it as simple as 
possible. That's the way the banks will want this information. I do not think they're 
going to have the capacities to dig in too deeply here.  

So, I'm sort of keeping it simple as much as possible. I realize that it’s impossible for a lot 
of circumstances. But I think we can't under estimate how dysfunctional the 
government is right now. and I don't know, I would just, I would just advocate for 
keeping it simple. But people are replying here to Kenya. Kenya, if you can see the chat, 
you can see the folks who would like to continue this conversation. All right. Unless 
there are current comments, some on this topic. I'll give you a second. Anyone want to 
jump in before we move on? 

Speaker No. Okay. All right. So our next thing here is to talk about resilience in the face of crisis. 
I've been personally thinking a lot about resilience and it occurs to me that the most 
resilient systems are the most diverse ones. And that's why I think in a lot of sense is on 
the scale of ability to ride out the current pandemic and associated economic crisis, 
fiscal sponsors are actually – depending on your model – relatively well-positioned to 
deal with this.  

And I think it has a lot to do with the diversity of, of our practices. and it seems to me 
that that should be something that our practice is focusing on and focusing on as it 
relates to our projects. So like, so many things, I think we're going to see a lot of good 
that comes out of this, a lot of evolution. So I would like to have you into another 
breakout session where we're going to focus on the following: What have you learned 
so far about your fiscal sponsorship practice that you would feel comfortable sharing, 
during this crisis? What challenges and opportunities do you see for your practice for 
fiscally sponsored projects and for the nonprofit sector in general? And how can we 
work together as a niche, as a fiscal sponsorship sector to build resilience? So Andrew is 
going to share the questions here.  

Speaker What have you learned so far during the crisis? What challenges and opportunities do 
you see for your practice for fiscally sponsored project and for the sector in general? 
And how can we work together to build resilience? That is the topic of our next 
breakout session. It's something we're talking a lot about. We want to use this 
opportunity to our advantage as much as possible. So we're kind of looking at 
everything at the moment. So Andrew, if you're ready to break us out, please do. We'll 
do 10 minutes, we'll come back together, we'll do a little debrief and then we'll talk 
about next week and our HR specific questions. Sound good?  



 

[BREAKOUT SESSIONS] 

Speaker Everyone back here? All right, I think we're all back. Thank you. Can we get a couple of 
volunteers from breakout rooms to talk about what you talked about? Anything you 
learn? Anything interesting? Any food for thought? I'd love to hear it. 

Speaker Yeah, I would like to share something. This is George Redheffer in Phoenix. The theme 
of our group was that, how quick groups adapt to online: communication, training, etc. 
And we in particular are conducting board development training through zoom. It's 
about a two and a half hour session and that's, that seems to be helping our groups, 
strengthen themselves because typically the executive directors are doing most of the 
work. And when we ask ‘how does your board, the strength of your board look or the 
sustainability of your entity or fund sustainability plan?’ Usually they tell us right away. 
So you know that they, they need some help in that area. So that's an area of 
opportunity that we've found. 

Speaker Thanks George. Love to hear from other folks. Don't be shy. Somebody, Bueller, 
anybody. No one had anything that they want to share. 

Speaker What's the biggest challenge that someone needs help with that we could all help with? 
Maybe. 

Speaker I'll jump in and share some on behalf. Since everyone's being shy in our group, at least, I 
was very inspired by, a need that one of our group members, is dealing with and that's 
reimbursable grants and and projects or groups who have been used to the fiscal 
sponsor fronting those for them and now having issues with that. And so thinking about 
the idea of setting up an isolated fund for that type of, a pool for reimbursable grants, 
right, so that it's not bleeding into the rest of your budgeting, I guess is in cashflow. I just 
thought it was an inspiring idea because we as fiscal sponsors don't front reimbursable 
grants, but we're sympathetic to how incredibly hard that is for a lot of smaller arts 
groups who have to fork over thousands of dollars before they actually see that the 
funding come back. 

Anyway, I was inspired by that. And then also the Allied Media Conference. We're 
looking at copying them. We've thought about it just recently and now we see we have 
a wonderful model of somebody who's doing biennial meeting in person and then on 
the off year, so to speak, meeting virtually. This is something that we've recently 
discussed doing for, relatively new program of ours that that is biennial and we're going 
to add it this year as a virtual, because it's a way for us to facilitate the work of arts 
groups, especially for a demographic that, that is always underserved and empowering 
them and continuing to facilitate where it's most needed. Hopefully continuing to 
showcase great work and, and also, enabling people who are facilitating, a meeting 
place that's much needed in this time. So I was just inspired by what I learned from the 
group. 

Speaker I think there's no doubt that we're going to see big advancements ino nline collaborative 
tools. There are quite a few things out there that weren't super widely adopted and I 



 

think we're now going to see that. I think we all have seen that we can get a lot done in 
these kinds of forums. I've recently been thinking about zoom and wondering like what's 
with the zoom phenomenon right now and is it really about people outside of a 
professional context? Is it really about people wanting more connection or, and as I 
suspect, is it really that we now know where everyone is? So you're home, right? So it's 
so much easier to organize things right now. You've probably had a zoom meeting with 
friends that you haven't looked in the face for a long time. You've probably never had a 
zoom meeting with your parents. I had never had a zoom meeting with my parents prior 
to this and now they know I'm home. Like they can find me at any time. So I suspect it's 
a big combination of things, but all having a lot to do with the, the actual predictability 
of the current moment. Anyway, that's some commentary. any other groups want to 
provide some feedback? What were you inspired by? What challenged did you hear? 
you know, we're really interested in hearing how people are thinking about what's next. 

Speaker I guess one of the things that I was saying at the end of our meeting, which I've started 
thinking about a little bit more now also is, I'm noticing that our projects, that most of 
them, have deep relationships in their communities and with their funders and that that 
is helping them now that that is supporting resilience now. And one project in particular, 
they just had a turnover of their directors. So their founding director left and they hired 
someone new and I'm noticing he's struggling in particular. He has relationships 
elsewhere but not in this community and not specific to this project. So, anyway, I just 
wanted to make note of that. And I, I find that also for us as people in the community 
come up with new ideas, they're turning to us. And in part that's because, you know, 
I've been with this program, this organization for 22 years, I've been in this community 
for longer. So I feel like the, the depth of relationship and the extent of our networks 
locally are really helping us now personal relationships, that are work-related.  

Speaker Thank you. One other thing I know that I've been thinking a lot about, and I'm happy to 
have an offline conversation with anyone else who's thinking a lot about this is, I think 
the current crisis is a big wake up call for institutional philanthropy. I'm not exactly sure 
what we're waking up to. but I have a lot of deep thoughts, maybe feelings about what's 
going on right now. I've been very heartened. Yeah, I've been very heartened to hear 
some things and I've been very disappointed to hear other things and I think we need, 
and, and I think that fiscal sponsors potentially could have some leverage as it relates to, 
starting to have conversations with our institutional funding partners about how they do 
their business. One current thought and then when we can move on is that I am looking 
for a foundation whose mission is to seed endowments for nonprofits that rather than 
money sitting in giant piles with philanthropy, that those giant piles of money start to 
get distributed to our community-saving, fabric-enhancing nonprofit sector. If we each 
had an endowment of one to $5 million that we were ourselves earning income off of 
and not waiting for a grant from the income of a foundation’s endowment, we would be 
in a stronger position. How many nonprofits here have an actual endowment of funds 
that sit on the bank and that use that, that the interest income for how many of you 
have that? Yeah, one, two. 

Speaker Wow. Most of us don't. and as we know, there's a big debate going on, has been going 
on for a long time and now it's coming back to the surface about how philanthropy 
funds programs, not organizations. and it's a twisted business model. Usually the 



 

funding for something is driven by market, you know, and right now in the nonprofit 
sector you might have very high demand for your services, but no way to fund them 
because your philanthropic partners are not funding them. So there's a disconnect 
there, which I would like to try and think about how to fix. Having said that reach out to 
me if you'd like to have that conversation cause it's something I'm really keen on. So just 
looking forward to next week we will have an HR professional here I believe this person 
has been on both sides of the fence. On the management side, on the employee side, I 
believe this person also has a legal background. And is that right, Andrew? Yes, he is 
saying that's correct. 

Speaker The person runs HR operation at community partners here in Los Angeles who, has a, is 
an employment attorney by training and has since worked in nonprofit. and fiscal 
sponsorship. 

Speaker So I just want to encourage everybody to, because we're over time now to go ahead and 
email Andrew or myself, any HR questions, that it would be helpful. So what we're going 
to do is we're going to send this person a list of questions prior to our meeting so that 
they know what we're going to talk about and they're not making it up on the spot. So 
the sooner you get us your questions, the sooner we'll be able to get it to him and then 
we'll get the best responses. Sound good? 

Speaker Yeah. I'm just going to put out my email one more time. people should have Andrew's 
email again, thank you so much. Please do reach out to us if you have suggestions for 
making the best use of this time. We're just doing the best we can. and we appreciate 
you all joining us each week. It is like, it's really nice to see all of your faces each week 
and know like we're not alone in this fiscal sponsorship thing and we're dealing with 
really, really tricky things that matter to people's lives. We are holding in our hands the 
tension between, the lives of, of people who may be getting laid off and what's 
happening with them. And then the long-term viability, sustainability of your 
organization. and that is a really, usually those things tend be like this and now they're 
more pulled apart. and I think it's a really interesting time to, to think about that kind of 
stuff. 

Speaker So those are just my thoughts. thank you so much for joining us today. I hope you all 
have a great productive week as best you can. I hope everyone is staying felt safe and 
healthy and that [inaudible] hasn't directly impacted your life in any kind of tragic way. I 
can say now that now in my life, I have I know people who are passed from coven with 
two degrees of separation, so friends of friends, and that feels that feels too close. and I 
know, I know we're all dealing with that, so just I wish you all, you know, the very best 
at this time. Thank you. Thank you everybody. See you next week. 

 


